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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie haben ein Azure-Abonnement, das Daten an folgenden Speicherorten enthält:
Sie planen, Daten mithilfe des Azure-Import- / Exportjobs mit dem Namen Export1 zu
exportieren.
Sie müssen die Daten identifizieren, die mithilfe von Export1 exportiert werden können.
Welche Daten sollten Sie identifizieren?
A. Share1
B. Tabelle 1
C. DB1
D. container1
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Azure Import/Export service is used to securely import large amounts of data to Azure Blob
storage.
Only the Blob service is supported with the Export job feature
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-import-export-requirement
s

NEW QUESTION: 2
Evaluate these commands which execute successfully:
Which two statements are true about the ORD_ITEMS table and the ORD_SEQ sequence?

A. Column ORD_NO gets the next number from sequence ORD_SEQ whenever a row is inserted
into ORD_ITEMS and no explicit value is given for ORD_NO.
B. If sequence ORD_SEQ is dropped then the default value for column ORD_NO will be NULL for
rows inserted into ORD_ITEMS.
C. Any user inserting rows into table ORD_ITEMS must have been granted access to sequence
ORD_SEQ.
D. Sequence ORD_SEQ cycles back to 1 after every 5000 numbers and can cycle 20 times.
E. Sequence ORD_SEQ is guaranteed not to generate duplicate numbers.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement is correct about Navisphere Analyzer?
A. Navisphere Analyzer can only monitor real-time performance data.
B. The Navisphere Analyzer UI does not need to be on the same storage array as the
Management UI.
C. The Analyzer Provider must be loaded onto each storage array you want to analyze.
D. Navisphere Analyzer does not require Navisphere Manager in the storage domain in order to
run.
Answer: C
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